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Tiggy and a mangy weasel called Sam-Gary interviews potential suitors to rescue him and love
him above all others, as he so rightly deserves.The Unicorn in the Tower is followed by Sam and
the Beanstalk, wherein a poor farm boy exchanges his family's bull for magical beans and the
promise of treasure in the sky. But when he climbs the beanstalk, Sam finds things are not as he
expected them to be.The Good Boy sees Todd and his immaculate ears taking center stage. When
Todd's father dies, he leaves his son in the care of his evil stepmother and two stepsiblings who
live to make Todd's life a living hell. It's not until the household receives an invitation to attend a
ball for the mysterious Sir that Todd begins to wish for a life beyond what he knows.David's
Dragon, the final-and only canonical-tale, is set a thousand years before the rise of the Dark
wizard Myrin. It begins simply: a lonely boy in a small village befriends a dragon. What follows is
a story of love and sacrifice, hope and heartbreak, and what it means to earn your place amongst
the stars.Welcome back to Verania. It's going to be a hell of a ride.
Reversal of Fate Tina Folsom 2021-09-08 In 2085, humankind is at the brink of extinction. A
mutated virus originating from a worldwide pandemic in 2025 has rendered 99% of women
infertile, yet has no effect on men. The only hope for the survival of mankind is to send young
men back in time to find fertile women before the virus infects them. However, the space time
continuum may not be disturbed since any change in the past may wipe out the future.
Therefore, only women known to have died during the 2025 pandemic may be chosen. But will
they come willingly? Carter Ambrose is the first young man to travel back in time and assigned
to bring back Julie Schneider, a young woman fated to die in the first wave of the virus.
However, something goes wrong during the time jump and Carter suddenly finds himself racing
against time to win Julie’s trust and affection so he can convince her to come back to the future
with him. Time Quest Reversal of Fate (#1) Harbinger of Destiny (#2) (Coming in 2021/2022)
Code Name Stargate Ace on the Run (#1) Fox in plain Sight (#2) Yankee in the Wind (#3)
(Coming in 2021/2022) Scanguards Vampires Book 1: Samson's Lovely Mortal Book 2: Amaury's
Hellion Book 3: Gabriel's Mate Book 4: Yvette's Haven Book 5: Zane's Redemption Book 6:
Quinn's Undying Rose Book 7: Oliver's Hunger Book 8: Thomas's Choice Book 8 1/2: Silent Bite
(A Scanguards Wedding Novella) Book 9: Cain's Identity Book 10: Luther's Return Novella:
Mortal Wish Book 11: Blake's Pursuit Novella 11 1/2: Fateful Reunion Book 12: John's Yearning
The Novella Mortal Wish can be read anytime. Stealth Guardians Lover Uncloaked (#1) Master
Unchained (#2) Warrior Unraveled (#3) Guardian Undone (#4) Immortal Unveiled (#5)
Protector Unmatched (#6) Demon Unleashed (#7) Venice Vampyr Venice Vampyr (#1) Venice
Vampyr (#2): Final Affair Venice Vampyr (#3): Sinful Treasure Venice Vampyr (#4): Sensual
Danger Venice Vampyr (#5): Wicked Seduction (by Michele Hauf) The Hamptons Bachelor Club
Teasing Enticing Beguiling Scorching Alluring Sizzling Out of Olympus Book 1: A Touch of Greek
Book 2: A Scent of Greek Book 3: A Taste of Greek Book 4: A Hush of Greek Short stories Steal
Me The Wrong Suitor
The Untamed Bride Stephanie Laurens 2009-10-27 The first book in a brand-new series, The
Black Cobra Quartet, from New York Times and USA Today bestselling romance author
Stephanie Laurens, The Untamed Bride is the story of a bold, beautiful woman with a scandalous
past and a battle-hardened, sinfully wealthy, completely unstoppable man who must join forces
to fight a deadly foe known only as the Black Cobra—and who must also confront the dangers of
the heart . . .
A Time of Courage John Gwynne 2020-04-07 Heroes shall rise and fall, the earth shall be
stained red, and the fate of the Banished Lands will be decided once and for all in A Time of
Courage, the gripping conclusion to the Of Blood and Bone trilogy. Now is the time of
reckoning... The demon-king Asroth is free of his iron prison, and thewhole of the Banished
Lands stands on the brink of domination. With the Ben-Elim broken and routed, half-breed Riv
and asmall band of comrades must try to find a way to strike at the demon forces. Meanwhile,
Drem is with the Order of the Bright Star on a desperate march south to join the battle. He fears
what they will find along the way, even as he knows it is better to fight and fall than to live
without hope. Of Blood and BoneA Time of DreadA Time of BloodA Time of Courage The Faithful
and the FallenMaliceValorRuinWrath
Own Your Magic Sampler Bethany C. Morrow 2020-07-20 Show the universe your power.
Download the free Own Your Magic Sampler! Includes chapter excerpts from 6 epic new YA
fantasies from Tor Teen—featuring Bethany C. Morrow (A Song Below Water), Lauren Shippen
(The Infinite Noise), Mark Oshiro (Each of Us a Desert), Sarah Henning (The Princess Will Save
You), TJ Klune (The Extraordinaries), and Sara B. Larson (Sisters of Shadow and Light). At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox
approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of
wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author
of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family and
friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might
turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when
Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he
turned to scientific research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports
the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since studies show conditional
cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse
control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not
to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family
mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if
only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately
these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy
kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you everything you need to know
about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and
learning at the same time.
Zombie Boyz Geoffrey Knight 2013-07
The Pride of Amsterdam Elizabeth Coldwell 2015-01-16 When an ancient enemy is summoned
to destroy his pride, a lion shifter must fight to protect the man he loves. Kees van der Veer has
never forgotten the mysterious stranger who seduced him on Millennium Eve and who promised
that when the time was right, they would be together again. Returning to Amsterdam after
fifteen years away, he is reunited with that stranger, entering into a world of love and danger he
could never have imagined. Arjan is a lion shifter, part of a pride who has lived in Amsterdam
since its Golden Age. He has spent fifteen years regretting the need to drive his destined mate
away after one night of blissful passion. But only once they meet again can he reveal to Kees the
truth of his heritage. When an old enemy is summoned to destroy the pride, Arjan must act to
protect not only his family but also the man he loves.
Night Game Christine Feehan 2005-11-01 In this “suspenseful...captivating” (Publishers Weekly)
novel in GhostWalker series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan tracks the
desperate steps of a wanted woman—betrayed, avenging, and dangerously irresistible… Gator
Fontenot of the Special Forces paranormal squad can’t refuse an urgent request to save the
elusive Iris “Flame” Johnson, a victim of the same horrific experiments that warped Gator. Now
unleashed, she’s a red-haired weapon of unimaginable destructive powers, a walking time bomb
bent on revenge in the sultry bayous of New Orleans, and hunted by a shadowy assassin. It’s
Gator’s job to reel Flame in. But can two people haunted by violent betrayals trust the passion
that soon ignites between them? Or is one of them just playing another seductive and deadly

Unjustified Claims Kaje Harper 2021-04-06 His pack would've killed him for his kinks and
desires, but his human lover might destroy his wolf. Brandt Davis loved being part of his
Michigan werewolf pack, until they found his stash of gay porn. He escaped their anger, running
in wolf-form into the wilderness, but he can’t live that way forever. And he can’t hide in fur like a
coward when an injured man needs his help. Ethan Sjulstad knows life is making him crazy when
a solo hike into the Minnesota Boundary Waters seems reasonable. Then a bad fall leaves him
seriously hurt and facing death. Delirious, he hallucinates being rescued by a big gray wolf and a
naked woodland godling. For a man who has always loved fantasy, it's worth surviving just to
find out what the hell is going on. (This is a lightly edited rerelease of the 2014 original.)
The Extraordinaries Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2020-02-14 Some people are extraordinary. Some
are just extra. TJ Klune's YA debut, The Extraordinaries, is a queer coming-of-age story about a
fanboy with ADHD and the heroes he loves. Download a FREE sneak peek today! Nick Bell? Not
extraordinary. But being the most popular fanfiction writer in the Extraordinaries fandom is a
superpower, right? After a chance encounter with Shadow Star, Nova City’s mightiest hero (and
Nick’s biggest crush), Nick sets out to make himself extraordinary. And he’ll do it with or
without the reluctant help of Seth Gray, Nick's best friend (and maybe the love of his life).
Rainbow Rowell's Fangirl meets Marissa Meyer's Renegades in TJ Klune's YA debut. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Burn T. J. Klune 2012-02-06 Elementally Evolved: Book One Set in a world that closely
resembles our own, Burn is a story of redemption and betrayal, of family and sacrifice, which
leads to the greatest question of all: how far would you go to save the ones you love? Fifteen
years ago, Felix Paracel killed his mother with fire that shot from his hands. Since then, he has
hidden from forces bent on exploiting him and his fire and wind Elemental abilities. But Felix's
world is about to change, because he is Findo Unum--the Split One--and his coming has been
foretold for generations. Though Felix's arrival brings great joy to the Elemental world, it also
heralds a coming darkness. No one knows this better than Seven, the mysterious man who
rescued Felix from that horrible fire years ago and then disappeared... who now has returned to
claim what's rightfully his: Felix's heart. But even as Felix begins to trust Seven and his feelings
about his place in the world, the darkness reveals itself, bringing consequences no one could
have predicted.
The Sword of Kaigen: A Theonite War Story M. L. Wang 2019-02-13 Better to die sharp in
war than rust through a time of peace. A mother struggling to repress her violent past, A son
struggling to grasp his violent future, A father blind to the danger that threatens them all. When
the winds of war reach their peninsula, will the Matsuda family have the strength to defend their
empire? Or will they tear each other apart before the true enemies even reach their shores?High
on a mountainside at the edge of the Kaigenese Empire live the most powerful warriors in the
world, superhumans capable of raising the sea and wielding blades of ice. For hundreds of years,
the fighters of the Kusanagi Peninsula have held the Empire's enemies at bay, earning their
frozen spit of land the name 'The Sword of Kaigen.'Born into Kusanagi's legendary Matsuda
family, fourteen-year-old Mamoru has always known his purpose: to master his family's fighting
techniques and defend his homeland. But when an outsider arrives and pulls back the curtain on
Kaigen's alleged age of peace, Mamoru realizes that he might not have much time to become the
fighter he was bred to be. Worse, the empire he was bred to defend may stand on a foundation of
lies.Misaki told herself that she left the passions of her youth behind when she married into the
Matsuda house. Determined to be a good housewife and mother, she hid away her sword, along
with everything from her days as a fighter in a faraway country. But with her growing son asking
questions about the outside world, the threat of an impending invasion looming across the sea,
and her frigid husband grating on her nerves, Misaki finds the fighter in her clawing its way
back to the surface.
Tigers and Devils Sean Kennedy 2015-11-26 "2nd Edition " The most important things in Simon
Murray s life are football, friends, and film in that order. His friends despair of him ever meeting
someone, but despite his loneliness, Simon is cautious about looking for more. Then his best
friends drag him to a party, where he barges into a football conversation and ends up defending
the honour of star forward Declan Tyler unaware that the athlete is present. In that first
awkward meeting, neither man has any idea they will change each other s lives forever. Like his
entire family, Simon revels in living in Melbourne, the home of Australian Rules football and
mecca for serious fans. There, players are treated like gods until they do something to fall out of
public favour. This year, the public is taking Declan to task for suffering injuries outside his
control, so Simon s support is a bright spot. But as Simon and Declan fumble toward a
relationship, keeping Declan s homosexuality a secret from well-meaning friends and an
increasingly suspicious media becomes difficult. Nothing can stay hidden forever. Soon Declan
will have to choose between the career he loves and the man he wants, and Simon has never
been known to make things easy for himself or for others. "First Edition published by
Dreamspinner Press, 2009.""
The King of Forever Kirby Crow 2017-07-04 The sun has returned to the Land of Night and
Liall has claimed a throne he never wanted, but many still oppose the presence of his beloved
Scarlet at court. While the powerful barons clamor for a royal heir to secure the succession,
rumors fly of Liall's marriage to a baron's daughter, driving a painful wedge between the lovers.
But the proposed marriage of Lady Ressilka isn't the only reason Scarlet has grown distant. His
magic is changing, mutating into a dangerous power he does not understand, and the only
people who might be able to help him control it are the Ancients, who once tried to murder him.
When the borders of Rshan are threatened and war looms, Liall agrees to a forbidden pact to
save Scarlet, but the bargain may cost the Wolf his life.
The Asylum Karen Coles 2021-04-01 Perfect for fans of The Doll Factory and The Glass House,
this is the intoxicating story of one woman's fight for freedom against a system built to silence
her. WELCOME TO ANGELTON LUNATIC ASYLUM. ONCE YOU'RE IN, IT'S MURDER GETTING
OUT. It is 1906 and Maud Lovell has been at Angelton for five years. She is not sure how she
came to be there and knows nothing beyond its four walls. Hysterical, distressed and
untrustworthy, she is badly unstable and prone to violence. Or so she has been told. When a new
doctor arrives, keen to experiment with the evolutionary practice of medical hypnosis, Maud's
unknown history makes her the perfect case study. But as Doctor Dimmond delves deeper into
the past, it becomes clear that confinement and high doses are there to keep her silent. When
Maud finally remembers what has been done to her, and by whom, her mind turns to her past –
and to revenge . . . ___________ PRAISE FOR THE ASYLUM: 'Haunting and mesmerising' – Essie
Fox, author of The Last Days of Leda Grey 'Vivid, disturbing and visceral, The Asylum is this
year's must-read!' – Ruby Speechley, author of A Mother Like You 'This twisty rollercoaster story
made me desperate for Maud's salvation and yearn for her revenge. Utterly compelling' – Kerry
Fisher, author of The Woman I Was Before 'Evocative, menacing and darkly sinister. A brilliantly
executed gothic thriller that will leave you breathless' – Jane Isaac, international bestselling
crime fiction author 'A historic novel that seethes with claustrophobia, trauma and thoughts of
revenge. What a sophisticated and gripping tale' – Fiona Mitchell, author of The Swap
Fairytales From Verania Tj Klune 2021-04-21 New York Times bestselling author TJ Klune invites
you back to the land of Verania in a new collection of short stories starring the beloved
characters from the Tales of Verania series.In the opening story-The Unicorn in the Tower-Gary
is a princess trapped in a stone tower by the evil Lady Tina DeSilva, who plans on sacrificing him
on the first full moon after his eighteenth birthday. With help from his friends-a bird named
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night game?
Requiem (Delirium Trilogy 3) Lauren Oliver 2013-03-21 **From the bestselling author of PANIC,
now a major Amazon Prime series** 'The new Hunger Games... ' Cosmopolitan He never loved
me. It was all a lie. 'The old Lena is dead,' I say, and then push past him. Each step is more
difficult that the last; the heaviness fills me and turns my limbs to stone. You must hurt, or be
hurt. An all-out uprising has been ignited and Lena Haloway is right at its centre. But things
have changed. The Wilds are no longer a safe haven for the rebels and pockets of resistance
have opened throughout the country. And when a face from her past reappears, Lena is faced
with a devastating choice that could tear her and the revolution apart. 'Un-put-downable, a truly
fantastic finale.' Guardian
Under the Whispering Door TJ Klune 2021-09-21 A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND INDIE
BESTSELLER An Indie Next Pick! A Man Called Ove meets The Good Place in Under the
Whispering Door, a delightful queer love story from TJ Klune, author of the New York Times and
USA Today bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea. Welcome to Charon's Crossing. The tea is
hot, the scones are fresh, and the dead are just passing through. When a reaper comes to collect
Wallace from his own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he might be dead. And when Hugo, the
owner of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross over, Wallace decides he’s definitely
dead. But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the life he barely lived, so when Wallace is
given one week to cross over, he sets about living a lifetime in seven days. Hilarious, haunting,
and kind, Under the Whispering Door is an uplifting story about a life spent at the office and a
death spent building a home. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Give Way to Night Cass Morris 2020-12-29 The second book of the Aven Cycle explores a
magical Rome-inspired empire, where senators, generals, and elemental mages vie for power.
Latona of the Vitelliae, mage of Spirit and Fire, is eager to wield her newfound empowerment on
behalf of the citizens of Aven--but societal forces conspire to keep her from exercising her gifts,
even when the resurgence of a banished cult plots the city's ruin. To combat this threat, Latona
must ally with Fracture mage Vibia, the distrustful sister of Sempronius Tarren. While Latona
struggles to defend their home, Sempronius leads soldiers through wartorn provinces to lift the
siege of Toletum, where Latona's brother Gaius is hemmed in by supernatural forces.
Sempronius must contend not only with the war-king Ekialde and his sorcerers, but with the
machinations of political rivals and the temptations of his own soul, ever-susceptible to the
darker side of ambition. Though separated by many miles soon after their love affair began,
Latona and Sempronius are united by passion as they strive to protect Aven and build its
glorious future.
Heaven Alexandra Adornetto 2012-08-21 A conclusion to the best-selling series that includes
Halo finds the love between angel Bethany and her mortal boyfriend, Xavier, put to an ultimate
test when they marry against Heavenly law and are subjected to punishment by rogue angels
who want to darken angelic power in the heavens.
Brothersong Tj Klune 2020-10-07 In the ruins of Caswell, Maine, Carter Bennett learned the
truth of what had been right in front of him the entire time. And then it-he-was gone.Desperate
for answers, Carter takes to the road, leaving family and the safety of his pack behind, all in the
name of a man he only knows as a feral wolf. But therein lies the danger: wolves are pack
animals, and the longer Carter is on his own, the more his mind slips toward the endless void of
Omega insanity.But he pushes on, following the trail left by Gavin.Gavin, the son of Robert
Livingstone. The half-brother of Gordo Livingstone.What Carter finds will change the course of
the wolves forever. Because Gavin's history with the Bennett pack goes back further than anyone
knows, a secret kept hidden by Carter's father, Thomas Bennett.And with this knowledge comes
a price: the sins of the fathers now rest upon the shoulders of their sons.
Under the Whispering Door Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2021-07-13 A Man Called Ove meets The Good
Place in this delightful new queer love story from TJ Klune, author of the New York Times and
USA Today bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea. Download a FREE sneak peek today!
When a reaper comes to collect Wallace from his own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he
might be dead. And when Hugo, the owner of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross
over, Wallace decides he’s definitely dead. But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the life
he barely lived, so when Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about living a lifetime
in seven days. Hilarious, haunting, and kind, Under the Whispering Door is an uplifting story
about a life spent at the office and a death spent building a home. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Crisped + Sere Tj Klune 2019-11-26 Twenty-one days. In a world ravaged by fire and
descending into madness, Cavalo has been given an ultimatum by the dark man known as
Patrick: return Lucas to him and the cannibalistic Dead Rabbits, or the town of Cottonwood and
its inhabitants will be destroyed. But Lucas has a secret embedded into his skin that promises to
forever alter the shape of things to come-a secret that Cavalo must decide if it's worth dying
over, even as he wrestles with his own growing attraction to the muted psychopath. Twenty-one
days. Cavalo has twenty-one days to prepare for war. Twenty-one days to hold what is left of his
shredded sanity together. Twenty-one days to convince the people of Cottonwood to rise up and
fight back. Twenty-one days to unravel the meaning behind the marks that cover Lucas. A
meaning that leads to a single word and a place of unimaginable power: Dworshak.
Wolfsong T. J. Klune 2018-08 Ox was twelve when his daddy taught him a very valuable lesson.
He said that Ox wasn't worth anything and people would never understand him. Then he left. Ox
was sixteen when he met the boy on the road, the boy who talked and talked and talked. Ox
found out later the boy hadn't spoken in almost two years before that day, and that the boy
belonged to a family who had moved into the house at the end of the lane. Ox was seventeen
when he found out the boy's secret, and it painted the world around him in colors of red and
orange and violet, of Alpha and Beta and Omega. Ox was twenty-three when murder came to
town and tore a hole in his head and heart. The boy chased after the monster with revenge in his
bloodred eyes, leaving Ox behind to pick up the pieces. It's been three years since that fateful
day--and the boy is back. Except now he's a man, and Ox can no longer ignore the song that
howls between them.
Shadow Storm Christine Feehan 2021-05-25 A long-simmering feud between two families comes
to a head in this gripping novel in Christine Feehan's New York Times bestselling Shadow Riders
series. As the youngest member of the Ferraro family, Emmanuelle has watched each of her
brothers find happiness in love while her own heart was shattered by a lover’s betrayal. For two
years she’s stayed as far away from Valentino Saldi as possible—until she learns that he’s been
shot during a hostile takeover of his family’s territory. Emme’s first instinct is to call her brother
Stefano for help, and soon the entire Ferraro clan arrives to bring Val back from the brink of
death and protect the Saldis from further attack. With one choice Emme has re-exposed herself
to Val’s intoxicating pull and dragged her family into the Saldis’ private war. A deadly storm is
brewing, and only time will tell who survives…
Who We Are TJ Klune 2012 Sequel to Bear, Otter, and the Kid Bear, Otter, and the Kid survived
last summer with their hearts and souls intact. They've moved into the Green Monstrosity, and
Bear is finally able to admit his love for the man who saved him from himself. But that's not the
end of their story. How could it be? The boys find that life doesn't stop just because they got
their happily ever after. There's still the custody battle for the Kid. The return of Otter's parents.
A first trip to a gay bar. The Kid goes to therapy, and Mrs. Paquinn decides that Bigfoot is real.
Anna and Creed doâ¦ well, whatever it is Anna and Creed do. There are newfound jealousies, the
return of old enemies, bad poetry, and misanthropic seagulls. And through it all, Bear struggles
to understand his mother's abandonment of him and his brother, only to delve deeper into their
shared past. What he finds there will alter their lives forever and help him realize what it'll take
to become who they're supposed to be. Family is not always defined by blood. It's defined by
those who make us wholeâthose who make us who we are.
The Hod King Josiah Bancroft 2019-01-22 THE THIRD NOVEL IN THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED
BOOKS OF BABEL SERIES, SET IN A LABYRINTHINE WORLD OF MENACE AND WONDER. 'It
is not merely a 5* book, it's a masterpiece' Mark Lawrence 'A vibrant, wholly original, and
expertly crafted novel that transcends genre fantasy. It is an instant literary classic' Fantasy
Book Review Thomas Senlin and his crew have been separated following the orders of the
mysterious Sphinx. Meanwhile, the enslaved hods climb the Black Trail and whisper secrets in
the dark. As Senlin and his crew are dragged ever further into the Tower's conspiracies,
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everything falls to one question: who is the Hod King? Praise for the series: 'Josiah Bancroft is a
magician. His books are that rare alchemy: gracefully written, deliriously imaginative, actionpacked, warm, witty and thought-provoking' Madeline Miller, author of Circe 'I'm wildly in love
with this book' - Pierce Brown, author of Red Rising 'Brilliant' - Publishers Weekly 'I loved it' Django Wexler, author of The Thousand Names 'A universe of stars out of five' Superstar Drifter
'These books are absolutely incredible' - The Quill to Live 'Spectacular . . . fabulously gripping' BookBag 'An impressive display of imagination and humour' - SciFiNow 'An engrossing,
intoxicating delight' - Forbidden Planet
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing Charlie Adhara 2020-03-02 Agent Cooper Dayton and his partner,
Oliver Park, are going undercover—at a retreat for couples who need counseling. They do say
the best cover story is one that’s close to the truth… Agent Cooper Dayton is almost relieved to
get a phone call from his former boss at the Bureau of Special Investigations. It means a
temporary reprieve from tensions created by house hunting with Oliver Park, his partner both in
work and in life. Living together in a forever home is exactly what Cooper wants. He’s just not
keen on working out the details. With a former alpha werewolf missing, Cooper and Park are
loaned to the BSI to conduct the search at a secluded mountain retreat. The agents will travel to
the resort undercover…as a couple in need of counseling. The resort is picturesque, the grounds
are stunning and the staff members are all suspicious as hell. With a long list of suspects and
danger lurking around every cabin, Cooper should be focusing on the case. But he’s always been
anxious about the power dynamics in his relationship with Park, and participating in the couples’
activities at the retreat brings it all to the surface. A storm is brewing, though, and Cooper and
Park must rush to solve the case before the weather turns. Or before any more guests—or the
agents themselves—end up dead. Follow Agents Dayton and Park’s romance from the beginning.
Read the first book in the Big Bad Wolf series, The Wolf at the Door, available now from Carina
Press! This book is approximately 84,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of
the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a
promise!
Into This River I Drown TJ Klune 2013 Five years ago, Benji Green lost his beloved father, Big
Eddie, when his truck crashed into a river. Everyone called it an accident, but Benji knows it was
more. Even years later, he's buried in his grief, throwing himself into managing Big Eddie's
convenience store in the small-town of Roseland, Oregon. Surrounded by his mother and three
aunts, he lives day to day, struggling to keep his head above water. But Roseland is no ordinary
place. With ever more frequent dreams of his father's death and waking visions of feathers on
the river's surface, Benji finds his definition of reality bending. He thinks himself haunted; by
ghosts or memories, he can no longer tell. Not until a man falls from the sky, leaving the burning
imprint of wings on the ground, does Benji begin to understand that the world is more
mysterious than he ever imagined--and more dangerous. As uncontrollable forces descend on
Roseland, they reveal long-hidden truths about friends, family, and the stranger Calliel--a man
Benji can no longer live without.
Fatal Shadows Josh Lanyon 2012-05 Someone's out to get Los Angeles bookseller Adrien
English. His best friend has been viciously murdered, now he's getting weird phone calls and
sinister gifts from a mysterious "admirer." The cops think he's trying to divert suspicion from
himself--with the exception of sexy and homophobic homicide detective Jake Riordan. Is his offer
to help Adrien on the level or is he out to nail his favorite suspect--to the wall?
Love Spell Mia Kerick 2015-04-21 Strutting his stuff on the catwalk in black patent leather
pumps and a snug orange tuxedo as this year's Miss (ter) Harvest Moon feels so very right to
Chance Cesar, and yet he knows it should feel so very wrong. As far back as he can remember,
Chance has been "caught between genders." (It's quite a touchy subject; so don't ask him about
it.) However, he does not question his sexual orientation. Chance has no doubt about his
gayness-he is very much out of the closet at his rural New Hampshire high school, where the
other students avoid the kid they refer to as "girl-boy." But at the local Harvest Moon Festival,
when Chance, the Pumpkin Pageant Queen, meets Jasper Donahue, the Pumpkin Carving King,
sparks fly. So Chance sets out, with the help of his BFF, Emily, to make "Jazz" Donahue his man.
An article in an online women's magazine, Ten Scientifically Proven Ways to Make a Man Fall in
Love with You (with a bonus love spell thrown in for good measure), becomes the basis of their
strategy to capture Jazz's heart. Quirky, comical, definitely flamboyant, and with an inner core of
poignancy, Love Spell celebrates the diversity of a gender-fluid teen."
Heat Wave TJ Klune 2022-07-19 Heat Wave is the explosive finale to the thrilling and
“uproariously funny” (Sophie Gonzales) Extraordinaries trilogy by New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author TJ Klune! Nick, Seth, Gibby, and Jazz are back in action bringing
justice, protection, and disaster energy to the people of Nova City. An unexpected hero returns
to Nova City and crash lands into Nick's home, upturning his life, his family, and his
understanding of what it means to be a hero in the explosive finale of the thrilling and hilarious
Extraordinaries trilogy by New York Times bestselling author TJ Klune. Praise for The
Extraordinaries An Indie Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! A Gold Nautilus Book Award Winner!
“Half a love-letter to fandom, half self-aware satire, and wholly lovable. I haven't read anything
quite like this before!” —Sophie Gonzales, author of Only Mostly Devastated “The most down-toearth book about superheroes I've ever read. I laughed, I cried, and I had a smile on my face the
entire time I was reading it.” —Mason Deaver, bestselling author of I Wish You All the Best At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Bear, Otter, and the Kid Tj Klune 2015-11-26 Three years ago, Bear McKenna s mother took
off for parts unknown with her new boyfriend, leaving Bear to raise his six-year-old brother
Tyson, aka the Kid. Somehow they ve muddled through, but since he s totally devoted to the Kid,
Bear isn t actually doing much living with a few exceptions, he s retreated from the world, and
he s mostly okay with that. Until Otter comes home. Otter is Bear s best friend s older brother,
and as they ve done for their whole lives, Bear and Otter crash and collide in ways neither
expect. This time, though, there s nowhere to run from the depth of emotion between them. Bear
still believes his place is as the Kid s guardian, but he can t help thinking there could be
something more for him in the world... something or someone. "
Withered + Sere Tj Klune 2019-11-26 Once upon a time, humanity could no longer contain the
rage that swelled within, and the world ended in a wave of fire. One hundred years later, in the
wasteland formerly known as America, a broken man who goes only by the name of Cavalo
survives. Purposefully cutting himself off from what remains of civilization, Cavalo resides in the
crumbling ruins of the North Idaho Correctional Institution. A mutt called Bad Dog and a robot
on the verge of insanity comprise his only companions. Cavalo himself is deteriorating, his
memories rising like ghosts and haunting the prison cells. It's not until he makes the dangerous
choice of crossing into the irradiated Deadlands that Cavalo comes into contact with a mute
psychopath, one who belongs to the murderous group of people known as the Dead Rabbits.
Taking the man prisoner, Cavalo is forced not only to face the horrors of his past, but the
ramifications of the choices made for his stark present. And it is in the prisoner that he will find
a possible future where redemption is but a glimmer that darkly shines. The world has died. This
is the story of its remains.
The Consumption of Magic T. J. Klune 2017-11-20 Sam of Wilds and his band of misfits travel
to the mountains in the North to convince the remaining dragons to stand against Myrin. Along
the way, Sam learns secrets of the past that will change the course of the future.
How to Be a Normal Person T. J. Klune 2015 Gus plans to become a normal person for Casey,
an asexual stoner hipster. After all, what could possibly go wrong?
Wolf Marked Veronica Douglas 2021-07-20 Werewolves are hunting me. I was just an ordinary
girl waiting tables in a small-town bar. I had no idea magic was real. That was, until I backed my
car over a werewolf a couple times. In my defense, the wolf was trying to murder me, and I was
all out of mace. Now I've got a cult of rogue wolves on my heels, and the only one who can
protect me is Jaxson Laurent--the Chicago Alpha. He suspects I'm special and can't take his eyes
off me, but the problem is--he's the sworn enemy of my family. Every time we get close it feels
like something is going to rip out of my soul, but the heat between us is irresistible. With danger
around every corner and wolves howling in the night, I need to master my magic and stand my
ground, or I'll be dead before the next moon rises. An action-packed urban fantasy, Wolf Marked
features a kick-ass heroine, a dangerous alpha hero, and a steamy slow-burn, enemies-to-lovers
romance. Prepare to be drawn into a mysterious and magical world, full of demons, shifters, and
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cure for love.After a year of marriage, Elena Falcone suddenly finds herself a widow and at the
mercy of Konstantin Tarkhanov, Pakhan of the Tarkhanov Bratva. Determined never to return to
her hometown, Elena makes a deal with the devil: Heal a sick woman and be granted her
freedom...or fail and be returned to her family.Caught up in a complex plot in the world of
poisons and gangsters, Elena must also handle her growing attraction to the one man she should
be running from...as well as the dark secrets of her past.Will Elena find the anecdote in time and
win her freedom? Or will she fail and be forced back into the deadly embrace of her family?
An Unsettled Range Andrew Grey 2012-01-09 The last thing Liam Southard expects when he
flees his abusive father is to be taken in by a couple of gay ranchers. Soon he has a new job and
a new perspective on his sexuality, and his life starts to turn around. Then someone pulls a gun
on him. In Troy Gardener’s defense, the gun thing was a mistake. Between his marriage falling
apart and living in his uncle's isolated hunting cabin, he's been a little edgy. He wants to make it
up to Liam, and once he discovers how much they have in common, he wants even more. But
with Liam's father popping in unexpectedly and a mining company threatening the ranch’s water
supply, the only guarantee is that life is never going to be boring.

sorcerers. This story is set in the wider Dragon's Gift universe created by Linsey Hall, and if you
enjoyed the archaeology, history, and daring in her books, this adventure is for you!
Flash Fire Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2021-05-04 Flash Fire is the explosive sequel to The
Extraordinaries by New York Times and USA Today bestselling author TJ Klune! Download a
FREE sneak peek today! Nick landed himself the superhero boyfriend of his dreams, but with
new heroes arriving in Nova City it’s up to Nick and his friends to determine who is virtuous and
who is villainous. Which is a lot to handle for a guy who just wants to finish his self-insert bakery
AU fanfic. Praise for The Extraordinaries An Indie Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! “Uproariously
funny, this razor-sharp book is half a love-letter to fandom, half self-aware satire, and wholly
lovable. I haven't read anything quite like this before!” —Sophie Gonzales, author of Only Mostly
Devastated “The most down-to-earth book about superheroes I’ve ever read.” —Mason Deaver,
bestselling author of I Wish You All the Best At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Kingpin's Foxglove Bree Porter 2020-11-02 She needs to find the anecdote...but there is no
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